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Abstract
The well-known issue with the absence of conservation of angular momentum
in classical particle systems with periodic boundary conditions is addressed. It is
shown that conventional theory based on Noether’s theorem fails to explain the
simplest possible example, notably jumps of angular momentum in the case of
single particle moving in a periodic cell. It is suggested to consider the periodic
cell as an open system, exchanging mass, momentum, angular momentum, and
energy with surrounding cells. Then the behavior of the cell is described by
balance laws rather than conservation laws. It is shown using the law of angular
momentum balance that the variation of the angular momentum in systems with
periodic boundary conditions is a consequence of (i) the non-zero flux of angular
momentum through the boundaries and (ii) torque acting on the cell due to the
interactions between particles in the cell with images in the neighboring cells.
Two simple examples demonstrating both phenomena are presented.
Keywords: angular momentum, periodic boundary conditions, open systems,
balance laws, conservation laws, Noether theorem.
1 Introduction
Periodic boundary conditions are widely used in particle-based simulation techniques
such as molecular dynamics [1], particle dynamics [2], discrete element method [3],
smoothed particles hydrodynamics [4, 5, 7], dissipative particle dynamics [8], etc. The
total mass, momentum, and total energy2 of the particle system with periodic bound-
ary conditions are exactly conserved. Therefore the system is sometimes considered
as isolated [9]. At the same time it is well known that the angular momentum of the
particle system with periodic boundary conditions in general is not conserved. In par-
ticular, in the book [1] it is noted that “periodic boundaries have the unusual property
that they are inconsistent with conservation of angular momentum”. The conventional
explanation of this fact is based on the Noether’s theorem [10]. The theorem states
that the conservation of angular momentum of an isolated system follows from the rota-
tional invariance of its Largangian. Therefore it is often emphasized (without rigorous
proof) that the absence of conservation of angular momentum in particle systems under
1kuzkinva@gmail.com
2The energy is conserved if the particles interact via potential forces.
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periodic boundary conditions is caused by the absence of rotational invariance of the
Lagrangian [11, 12, 13, 14]. However this approach fails to explain the simplest possible
example, considered in the book by Hoover [1]. In the book [1] it is shown that the
angular momentum for periodic cell containing single particle is not conserved. Note
that in this case the Lagrangian of the particle is constant and therefore rotationally
invariant. Then the absence of conservation of angular momentum is in contradiction
with Noether’s theorem. This ambiguity is discussed in more details in the next para-
graph. Therefore the Noether’s theorem is insufficient for explanation of the absence
of conservation of angular momentum in particle systems with periodic boundary con-
ditions, because there is at least one counterexample. Furthermore the theorem does
not describe the evolution of the angular momentum.
In the present paper the periodic cell is considered as an open system exchanging
mass, momentum, angular momentum, and energy through the boundary. Then the
behavior of the system should be described by balance laws [15, 16, 17, 18] rather
than conservation laws. The law of angular momentum balance is formulated for the
periodic cell. It is demonstrated using two simple examples that the change of angu-
lar momentum of the periodic cell is a consequence of (i) flux of angular momentum
through the boundary and (ii) torque acting on the cell due to interaction with image
particles. Therefore the law of angular momentum balance provides simple rational ex-
planation for change of angular momentum in particle systems with periodic boundary
conditions.
2 The drawback of the conventional explanation
based on Noether’s theorem
Let us repeat the simplest example, given in the book [1]. Consider the motion of
particle in the periodic cell (see figure 1). Assume that the particle does not interact
with its images in the neighboring cells. In this case the particle and all its images
move with constant velocity v. Assume that the particle crosses periodic boundary at
the moment t = t∗. At the same moment of time particle’s image crosses the opposite
boundary of the periodic cell. Let us define the angular momentum of the cell K as
the total angular momentum of all particles occupying the cell at the given moment
of time. Then K is equal to the angular momentum of the particle r × mv until it
does not leave the cell. When the particle leaves the cell and its image enters the cell,
the angular momentum of the cell K becomes equal to rim ×mimvim. Therefore the
difference between the angular momentum of the cell K at t = t∗−∆t and t = t∗+ ∆t
is
K(t∗ + ∆t)−K(t∗ −∆t) = mimrim × vim −mr× v, (1)
where m,mim, r, rim,v,vim are masses, radius-vectors, and velocities of the particle and
its image. By the definition of periodic boundary conditions, the following relations
are satisfied
m = mim, r = rim − L, v = vim, (2)
where L is the constant vector characterizing the difference between coordinates of the
particle and its image due to periodic boundary conditions (see figure 1). Substituting
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Figure 1: Particle (black circle) in the cell with periodic boundary conditions. Unfilled
circles correspond to images of the particle.
formula (2) into formula (1) one obtains
K(t∗ + ∆t)−K(t∗ −∆t) = mL× v, (3)
From (3) it follows that the angular momentum of the cell is conserved only if vectors L
and v are parallel, i.e. the velocity of the particle is perpendicular to the side of the
periodic cell. Thus, in general, the angular momentum of the cell is not conserved.
This fact is usually refereed to as the absence of conservation of angular momentum
in particle systems with periodic boundary conditions. It is stated that the absence of
conservation of angular momentum follows from the absence of rotational invariance
of system’s Largangian [11, 12, 13, 14]. The rotational invariance is required by the
Noether’s theorem [10]. However the straightforward application of the theorem to the
considered example leads to the contradiction. The Lagrangian of the particle, mv2/2,
is invariant to rotational transformations, while the angular momentum of the cell K
is not conserved. This ambiguity is caused by the fact that the Noether’s theorem is
formulated for isolated systems [10]. As we distinguish between particle and its images,
then the periodic cell contains different particles at different moments of time. There-
fore the cell is an open system exchanging mass, momentum, angular momentum, and
energy with neighboring cells. Thus Noether’s theorem can not be used for explanation
of the absence of conservation of angular momentum in periodic systems.
3 Balance of angular momentum for periodic cell
considered as an open system
Consider the periodic cell as an open system. The behavior of open systems is described
by the balance laws [15, 16, 17, 18] rather than conservation laws. The law of angular
momentum balance for the periodic cell has the form
K˙ = T + Q. (4)
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The first term T in the right side of equation (4) is the total torque acting on the cell
due to the interaction of particles in the cell with image particles in the neighboring
cells. The second term Q is the flux of angular momentum into and out from the cell
caused by the particles leaving and entering the cell through the periodic boundaries.
The example considered in the previous paragraph shows that the angular momentum
of the cell K(t) could be discontinuous function of time (see equation (3)). In this
case it could be convenient to avoid the derivative in equation (4). Let us rewrite
equation (4) for system of material points interacting via pair forces Fij. Assume that
at time t the cell is occupied by the set of particles Λ(t) and the neighboring cells are
occupied by the set of particles Λim(t). Consider moments of time t ∈ [t∗; t∗ + ∆t].
Assume that the set of particles Λ+ enter the cell and the set of particles Λ− leave the
cell during this interval. Then the equation (4) can be rewritten as
K(t∗ + ∆t)−K(t∗) =
∫ t∗+∆t
t∗
(T + Q) dt, K(t) =
∑
i∈Λ(t)
ri ×mvi
T(t) =
∑
i∈Λ(t),j∈Λim(t)
ri × Fij,
∫ t∗+∆t
t∗
Qdt =
∑
i∈Λ+
ri ×mvi −
∑
i∈Λ−
ri ×mvi,
(5)
The equation (5) shows that the change of angular momentum of the periodic cell is
caused by (i) flux of angular momentum through the boundaries and (ii) torque acting
on the cell. Two simple examples demonstrating this idea are given below.
3.1 Example 1: Flux of angular momentum through the pe-
riodic boundaries
Let us revisit the example discussed above. Consider single particle in the periodic cell.
In this case the torque T acting on the cell is equal to zero as there are no interactions
between the particle and its neighbors. However the flux of angular momentum through
the boundaries in general is not equal to zero. When the particle crosses the periodic
boundary angular momentum r×mv flow out from the cell. At the same time the image
particle enters the cell from the opposite side and therefore its angular momentum rim×
mimvim flow into the cell. Then according to formula (5) the flux of angular momentum
during the interval [t∗ −∆t; t∗ + ∆t] has the form:∫ t∗+∆t
t∗−∆t
Qdt = r×mv − rim ×mvim = mL× v. (6)
One can see that the right side of the given formula exactly coincides with the right side
of formula (1), describing the change of angular momentum during the interval [t∗ −
∆t; t∗+∆t]. Therefore in the given example the absence of conservation of the angular
momentum is a direct consequence of non-zero flux of angular momentum through the
boundary.
3.2 Example 2: Torque acting on the cell
According to equation (4) the angular momentum of the cell may change even in
the absence of flux through the boundaries. This fact is emphasized, for example,
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in paper [6]. The simplest example demonstrating this phenomenon is given below.
Consider two particles moving in the periodic cell along the dashed lines, shown in
figure 2. Assume that the interactions are purely repulsive and short-ranged, so that
the particles in one cell does not interact with each other. Then the only action on the
cell is due to interaction with image particles in neighboring cells. Then equation (4)
takes the form
K˙ = r1 × F14 + r2 × F23 = (r1 − r2)× F14. (7)
Here we used the relation F14 = F32 = −F23 following from Newton’s third law and
periodicity of the system. If the distances r14 and r13 are larger than the cut-off radius,
then F14 = 0 and the angular momentum is conserved. If the particles are closer
than the cut-off distance then the angular momentum changes. The rate of change
of angular momentum is given by formula (7). After the collision velocities of the
particles and angular momentum of the cell K change sign. In the case of hard sphere
interactions K(t) is a peace-wise constant periodic function that takes two values: K0
before the collision and −K0 after the collision.
Thus in the present example the change of angular momentum is a consequence of
non-zero torque acting on the cell.
Figure 2: Two particles in the cell with periodic boundary conditions. Unfilled circles
correspond to images of the particles. The dashed lines show the trajectories of the
particles.
4 Conclusions
The absence of conservation of angular momentum in particle systems with periodic
boundary conditions was considered. We have shown that the conventional explanation
of this phenomenon based on rotational invariance fails to explain the simplest possible
example (single particle moving in the periodic cell). It was suggested to consider the
periodic cell as an open system and describe the behavior of the cell by balance laws
rather than conservation laws. In particular the law of angular momentum balance for
the periodic cell containing interacting particles was formulated. The law clearly shows
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two physical mechanisms that causes the change of angular momentum in periodic
systems: (i) flux of angular momentum through the boundaries and (ii) torque acting
on the cell. The flux is typical for liquids and gases and leads to discontinuous change
of angular momentum as particles leave and enter the cell. For solids the second
mechanism usually dominates. Two simple examples demonstrating both mechanisms
were presented and analyzed. Thus the consideration of the periodic cell as an open
system provides simple, rational explanation for the absence of conservation of angular
momentum for particle systems with periodic boundary conditions.
The author is deeply grateful to D. Frenkel, W.G. Hoover, E.A. Ivanova, R.D.
James, and A.M. Krivtsov for useful discussions.
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